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PREFACE  

In October 2004 Budapest the capital of Hungary, a new member-state of the European Union, held for the 
second time an international conference organized by The Society for Computer Simulation [SCS]. Since the 
successful European Simulation Multiconference of 1996, modeling and simulation activities significantly increased 
worldwide. New scientific results accelerated the internal development in the field of modeling and simulation and as 
a consequence, new methodologies and tools were created and applied. Numerous applications demonstrated that 
modeling and simulation became an important methodology for studying, designing and also for optimizing highly 
complex systems in different scientific areas.  

The European Simulation Symposium 2004 reflected international trends and the development of the field of 
modeling and simulation and provided an exhibit of theoretical and practical results. Despite the increased number of 
related conferences and the tight schedule, over 60 papers were accepted, giving a cross-sectional snapshot of the 
recent results of a broad range of international research. Beside the traditionally strong topics “Simulation 
Methodologies, Methods and Techniques” or “Discrete Simulation Languages and Tools”, papers of application-
oriented tracks, especially “Simulation in Business, Economy, Finance and Commerce”, and “Simulation in 
Manufacturing” were also heavily represented. In order to support Hungarian microsimulation applications, a special 
topic has been organized in Microsimulation, extended with a special program entirely devoted to microsimulation 
practitioners.  

Hosting an international conference in Budapest has been an important decision, providing an opportunity for 
Hungarian researchers to present their new results and get informed about the mainstream research activities in 
surrounding European and international research institutes as well. In Hungary, universities and research institutes 
are leading the application development and the development of new simulation instruments and tools. Based on 
their results, companies employ different applications, using the knowledge accumulated by the research institutes. 
Most of the conference papers were submitted by Hungarian authors, demonstrating increased quantity and quality of 
educational and research activities.   

The best papers of the European Simulation Symposium 2004 were carefully selected for publication in this 
special issue of the International Journal of Simulation, Systems Science and Technology. The editors reviewed all 
accepted conference papers and based on the session chairs’ recommendations invited the authors to publish their 
work in the special issue. In the subsequent phase, all selected papers were evaluated again by at least two reviewers. 
The final result of the repetitive quality improvement process, the final and extended papers are presented here for 
our readers. The special issue reflects not just the different topics of the conference, but also the composition of 
participants. The editors strongly believe that the presented high quality papers will contribute to the professional 
progress, in general.  

It has been an honor and pleasure to work on the special issues of International Journal of Simulation, Systems 
Science and Technology. We would like to thank the reviewers and the track chairs and co-chairs for their excellent 
and self-contained work. 
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